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Seymour, K.L. "Ways of the dodo: sixty years ago, when a mere handful of dodo skeletons were known worldwide, the ROM owned one. Assistant curator Kevin Seymour reveals how the Museum managed to acquire it, and explores what researchers have discovered since." *Rotunda* 35:3 (2003): 38-41.


**Extinction (Biology):**

Glenn, W.M. "Eve of extinction: five times in the last billion years, catastrophic forces have ripped the global ecosystem to shreds. Now, scientists warn we may be poised on the brink of the sixth great extinction." *Rotunda* 34:1 (2001): 30-38.
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Keall, E.J. "Felt's storied past: from Morocco to Mongolia, for thousands of years felt has been the fabric of choice for such diverse items as vest, hats, floor mats ... and even portable homes." Rotunda 36:2 (2003): 24-29.

**Felting--Asia:**
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Forensic entomology:
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Sellen, A.T. "The face that launched a thousand fakes? Nearly 100 years ago someone masterminded the large-scale production of forged pre-Columbian artifacts, artifacts so authentic-looking they ended up in museums around the world." Rotunda 36:3 (2004): 32-39.
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**Frobisher, Martin, Sir, ca. 1535-1594--Journeys:**


**Frogs--Canada:**

MacCulloch, R.D. "Out cold: because frogs cannot migrate to warmer climes to escape the Canadian winter, they must find other ways to avoid the season's punishing cold and frost." *Rotunda* 37:2 (2004): 7-8.
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Furniture--Canada:

Furniture--Europe:

Furniture--Italy:

**Furniture--United States:**
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Lowe, A. "Reclaiming a Roman recliner: with a trolley-full of disparate components from an ancient Roman dining couch, the Conservation Department searched to discover its likeliest original form." Rotunda 34:2 (2001): 7-8.
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**Garter snakes--Behavior:**


**Gasparo, da Salo, 1540-1609:**


**Gautama Buddha--Art:**

Jongeward, D. "Imagining Buddha: along the fabled Silk Road lay Gandhara, an ancient region that played a central role in one of Asian art history’s most extraordinary developments." Rotunda 33:2 (2000): 16-23.
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Geckos:
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Geology--Ethiopia:

Geology--Great Britain--Maps:

Geology--Ontario:

Geology--Scotland--Maps:
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George R. Gardiner Museum of Ceramic Art:

George VI, King of Great Britain, 1895-1952:
Gervers, Veronika, 1939-1979:

Ghost stories, Japanese:

Ghosts in art:

Giambologna, 1529-1608:

Gifts--China:

Gim, Jun-geun:

Glass beads:

Glass bowls--Egyptian influences:

Glass painting and staining:

Glass painting and staining--Ontario:
Glass, colored--France--Nevers:

Glassware--Canada:

Glassware--France:

Glassware--History--20th century:

Glassware--Ontario:

Glassware, Greco-Roman:

Glenbow Museum--Photographic collections:

Global temperature changes:

Glover Harrison (Firm):
Fox, R.A.C. "The crockery merchant of King Street West: in 19th-century Toronto, one store was known as the place to buy fine-quality ceramics." *Rotunda* 35:2 (2002): 45-46.

Goajiro Indians:

Gobiidae:

Goblets--Europe:
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**Goderich (Ont. : Township):**


**Godin Tepe Site (Iran):**


Young, C.T. "The day we found the tablet: it was five thousand years old." *Rotunda* 7:2 (1974): 4-11.


**Gold boxes--Ireland:**


**Gold jewelry--Sudan:**


**Goldenseal:**


**Goldwork--Peru:**


**Goldwork, Scythian:**
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**Gould, Irving--Art collections:**
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**Grapes--Diseases and pests:**
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**Greenhouse gases:**
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Gypsum--Brazil:
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Haida Indians--British Columbia:
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Handicraft--Saudi Arabia:

Hantavirus infections:

Hawthorns--Reproduction:

Headgear:

Heaven (Buddhism) in art:

Hebrew imprints:

Heeramanek, Alice--Art collections:

Heeramanek, Nasli--Art collections:

Heinrich, Theodore Allen:

Heirlooms--Ontario:

Hekla (Volcano):

Hell (Buddhism) in art:

Helmets:

Hematite:

Herald--England:

Herbs:

Herman, Nancy:
Herpetology--Vietnam:


Hides and skins:


Higg, Helen Battles (Sawyer), 1905-:


Historic buildings--Great Britain:


Historical models:


Hoactzin:


Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1600:


Holiday, Henry, 1839-1927:


Hollyer, Liz:


Horses--Equipment and supplies:


Horses in art:


Horseshoe crabs:

Hospital for Sick Children (Toronto, Ont.):

Huamachuco (Province):

Hubei Sheng (China):

Hudson Bay Region--Discovery and exploration:

Huguenots--England:

Human remains (Archaeology):


Human settlements--Peru:

Hunting in art:

Hurons--Ontario:

Hydroida--Atlantic Ocean:

Ichthyologists:

Ichthyosauria:


**Ichthyosaurus:**


**Illyrian antiquities:**


**Image of God:**


**Incense burners and containers:**


**India--History--324 B.C.-1000 A.D.:**


**Indian architecture--Peru:**


**Indian art--Canada:**


**Indian art--South America--Forgeries:**

Sellen, A.T. "The face that launched a thousand fakes? Nearly 100 years ago someone masterminded the large-scale production of forged pre-Columbian artifacts, artifacts so authentic-looking they ended up in museums around the world." *Rotunda* 36:3 (2004): 32-39.

**Indian beadwork:**


**Indian embroidery:**


**Indian featherwork:**


**Indian folklore:**


**Indian painting:**


**Indian pottery:**


**Indian sculpture:**

Kapches, M.C.G. "Invisible women: in everyday life and in mythology, Iroquoian women played a vital role. But in the archaeological record they were almost invisible, or so it seemed until a recent discovery proved otherwise." *Rotunda* 35:3 (2003): 12-19.

**Indian weapons--North America:**


**Indians of North America:**


**Indians of North America--Costume and adornment:**


**Indians of North America--Canada:**


Indians of North America--Folklore:

Indians of North America--Great Lakes Region:

Indians of North America--Great Plains:

Indians of North America--Manitoba:

Indians of North America--Nova Scotia:

Indians of North America--Ontario:


Indians of North America--Prairies Provinces:


Indians of North America--Religion and mythology:

Brose, D.S. "East of the sun and west of the moon: did ancient Indians create exotic artifacts and complex earthworks to gain power from the sun and the moon?" Rotunda 27:2 (1994): 10-17.

Indians of South America--Brazil:


Indians of South America--Material culture:


Indians of South America--Peru:


Indians weapons--North America:


Indicators (Biology):


Indigo--China:


Inkwells:

Kaellgren, P. "A poetic piece of pottery: the figure wearing a knitted toque in this ceramic inkstand may be a character from a poem by Robert Burns." Rotunda 37:2 (2004): 45-47.

Inscriptions, Chinese:


Inscriptions, Islamic--Yemen:

**Insect pests--Control:**


**Insect populations--Ontario:**


**Insects:**


**International Year of the Child, 1979:**


**Inuit--Canada--Boats:**


**Inuit art--Northwest Territories:**


**Inuit sculpture--Canada:**


**Invertebrates, Fossil:**


**Invertebrates, Fossil--British Columbia:**


**Invertebrates, Fossil--Ontario:**

**Invitation cards--Ontario--Toronto:**


**Irai (Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil):**


**Iran--Antiquities:**


**Iraq--Antiquities:**


**Iroquoian Indians:**


**Iroquoian women--In art:**

Kapches, M.C.G. "Invisible women: in everyday life and in mythology, Iroquoian women played a vital role. But in the archaeological record they were almost invisible, or so it seemed until a recent discovery proved otherwise." *Rotunda* 35:3 (2003): 12-19.

**Iroquois Indians:**


**Irrigation--Yemen:**

Walmsley, A. "Dancing with the environment: were medieval irrigation methods more effective than modern ones in Yemen." *Rotunda* 26:3 (1993): 34-40.

**Irvine, Robert:**


**Istanbul (Turkey)--Antiquities:**

Iushchenko, Victor, 1954-:


Ivey, Beryl--Art collections:


Jackman, Henry N. R. (Henry Newton Rowell), 1932- --Art collections:


Jacob M. Lowy Collection:


Jade art objects--China:


James Bay (Ont. and Quebec):


Japan--Antiquities:

Crawford, G.W. "43rd parallels: at first glance, northern Japan and Ontario would appear to have little in common, but one archaeologist has unearthed uncanny similarities." Rotunda 33:2 (2000): 30-37.

Japan--Civilization:

Crawford, G.W. "43rd parallels: at first glance, northern Japan and Ontario would appear to have little in common, but one archaeologist has unearthed uncanny similarities." Rotunda 33:2 (2000): 30-37.

Japanese paper:


Japanning:


Jardins de Villandry (Villandry, France):


Jennings, Justin:


Jesus Christ--Art:

Keeble, K.C. "Sculpture and the Virgin: the many looks of the Madonna in Medieval Europe." Rotunda 32:2
Jesus Christ--Nativity--Art:


Jewelry:


Jewelry, Byzantine:

Denis, P. " Scenes of marriage in Byzantium: decorations on Byzantine wedding rings are a window to society and marriage more than 1000 years ago." Rotunda 28:3 (1995): 18-23.

Jewish literature:


Jews--China:


Jews--Czechoslovakia:


Jordan--Antiquities:


Jouy en Josas (France):


Judaea, Wilderness of--Antiquities:


Judaism--Liturgical objects:


Kainah Indians:


Kane, Paul, 1810-1871:

Kayaks--Canada:

Kellis (Extinct city):

Kent, William, 1685-1748:
Kaellgren, P. "The best seats in the house: two 18th-century stools recently acquired by the ROM were part of a set designed by celebrated artist and architect William Kent." Rotunda 33:1 (2000): 9-12.

Kimonos:

Kingston (Ont.)--History:

Kirby, Frances Baynes:

Kitchen cabinets:

Klondike gold rush:

Knight, Charles R. (Charles Robert), 1874-1953:
12-17.

Knitting--Latvia:

Knives:

Kodlunam Island (Nunavut):

Kommos Site (Greece):

Korschann, Charles, 1872-1943:

Krishna (Hindu deity):

Kurdistan--Antiquities:

La Guajira (Colombia : Dept.):

Lace and lace making:

Lacquer and lacquering:
Lacquer boxes--Japan:

Ladybugs:

Lake Rudolph (Kenya):

Lakes:

Lalique, Rene, 1860-1945:

Lamberti, Pietro, 1393-1435:

Lamps:

Lamps, Islamic:

Land settlement patterns, Prehistoric--Peru:

Landmark Trust (Great Britain):

Landscape in art--Canada:

Landscape painting, English:

Landscape photography:

**Langdon, Eustella--Art collections:**


**Langdon, John E. (John Emerson), 1902-1981--Art collections:**


**Langton, Anne, d. 1893:**


**Lapis lazuli:**


**Larus novaehollandiae:**


**Leadwork:**


**Leaf frogs:**


**Lee of Fareham, Arthur Hamilton Lee, Viscount, 1868-1947--Art collections:**


**Lee, Tim:**


**Legare, Joseph, 1795-1855:**


**Lemmings:**


**Lennox and Addington County Museum:**


**Leslie Street Spit (Toronto, Ont.):**

Darling, D.C., and C. Gibson. "Life and death on the Leslie Street Spit: among the goldenrod, a macabre tale of

Lester B. Pearson International Airport (Toronto, Ont.)--Exhibition:


Levy, Herman Herzog, 1902-1990--Art collections:


Libeskind, Daniel:


Life--Origin:


Limulus polyphemus:

Aley, C. "Fall of the shorebirds: a drastic decline in shorebird and horseshoe crab populations is causing concern among conservationists." Rotunda 31:3 (1999): 34-41.

Lions in art:


Loans--China:


Loch Ness monster:


Log buildings:

Logan, William E. (William Edmond), Sir, 1798-1875:


London Regional Children's Museum:


Longhouses--Ontario:


López Fernández, Hernán:


Lowy, Jacob M.--Library:


MacDonald, John A. (John Alexander), 1846-1922:


Mackenzie, Alexander, Sir, 1763-1820:


Mackintosh, Charles Rennie, 1868-1928:


MacLean, Margaret:


Maes, Nicolaes, ca. 1634-1693--Authorship:


Maharaj, Joshna:


Mallowan, M. E. L. (Max Edgar Lucien):


Mammalogy--Ontario:

**Mammals--Evolution:**


**Mammals--Tanzania:**


**Mammals--Yucatan Peninsula:**

Engstrom, M.D. "Nightlife off the beaten path: how did the changing environment affect the evolution of the rare mammals of the Yucatan peninsula?" *Rotunda* 24:3 (1991): 38-44.

**Mammals, Fossil:**


**Mandala (Buddhism):**


**Mangrove ecology--Grenada--Levera Pond:**


**Mannerism (Art):**


**Maple--Canada:**


**Marble sculpture--Ontario:**


**Margaret Woodbury Strong Museum:**


**Marie-Antoinette, Queen, consort of Louis XVI, King of France, 1755-1793:**


Chrisman-Campbell, K. "Designing woman: haute couture designer, and social climber nonpareil, Marie-Jeanne Bertin attracted an elite 18th-century clientele that included the queens of France, Spain, and Sweden."
Marine animals--Galapagos Islands:
Calder, D.R. "Treasured islands: straddling the equator, the Galapagos Islands teem with the unexpected; so writes invertebrate zoologist Dale Calder, after a week of collecting plant-like marine animals in this ecologically rich and fragile archipelago." Rotunda 34:2 (2001): 32-39.

Marine animals, Fossil--Ontario:

Marine ecology:


Marine Museum of the Great Lakes at Kingston:

Maritime Museum of the Atlantic:

Mark Osbaldeston. Unbuilt Toronto : a history of the city that might have been:

Marquetry:


Mars (Planet):

Marsupials:

Mary, Blessed Virgin, Saint--Art:


Masks, African:


Massey Hall (Toronto, Ont.):


Mastodon:


Mayas--Antiquities:


Mazon River watershed:


McCord Museum:


McCrea, John McNeely:

McGuire, Lawrence:

McLaughlin Planetarium:

McLaughlin, Robert Samuel, 1871-1972:

McLean, George, 1939-:

Medals, Italian:

Megophrys:

Meissen porcelain:

Men's clothing:

Mende (African people):

Menus for space flight:
Mercer, Rick:


Meroe (Extinct city):


Metalwork:


Meteorites:


Metis--Alberta:


Mice:


Michele, da Firenze, fl. 1404-1443:


Micmac Indians:


Middle East--Antiquities:


Military miniatures:


**Military miniatures--Collectors and collecting--Ontario--Toronto:**


**Milky Way:**


**Millet, N. B. (Nicholas Byram):**


**Milne, Courtney, 1943-:**


**Minerals--Catalogs and collections:**


**Minerals--Namibia--Tsumeb:**


**Minerals--Ontario:**


**Minerals--Quebec (Province):**


**Miniature objects--England:**


**Miniature painting--Early works to 1800:**

Minnows:
Holm, E. "Can we save the redside dace?: as rapid development degrades the Greater Toronto Area's streams, creative solutions will be needed to preserve this threatened minnow that calls the city home." Rotunda 34:3 (2002): 9-10.

Minoans:

Mirrors--Great Britain:
Kaellgren, P. "New pieces for the Weston Room ... and a cigarette case with a story." Rotunda 30:1 (1997): 5-8.

Mites:

Mitochondria:

Moas:

Moccasins:

Models and modelmaking:

Mollusks:

Mollusks, Fossil:
Waddington, J. "A rolling stone: a fascinating fossil clam was found far from home." Rotunda 38:1 (2005): 43-44.

Mond, Robert, Sir, 1867-1938--Art collections:
Money in art:

Moose Factory (Ont.):

Moot, Hannah:

Morganville Pottery:

Morris, Edmund, 1817-1913:

Mosaics--Ontario:

Mosques--Yemen:

Mosquitoes:
Currie, D.C. "Mmmmmmosquitoes: everything you wanted to know about this ubiquitous pest ... and were afraid to ask." *Rotunda* 34:1 (2001): 9-12.

Moss Park (Toronto, Ont.):

Moths--Asia:

Motion picture industry--India:

Motion pictures--Museums:

**Mummies:**


**Mural painting and decoration--China:**


**Mural painting and decoration--Ontario:**


**Mural painting and decoration, Roman:**


**Museum and Archive of Games:**


**Museum attendance--Ontario:**


**Museum conservation methods:**

Dziadowiec, E. "History in the remaking: the specialist who repaired a controversial ossuary that may have links to Jesus aimed to leave few traces of her own handiwork." *Rotunda* 35:3 (2003): 47-48.


Stock, S. "How soldiers keep their shine: who's afraid of a little lead rot? Toy soldiers are. Herewith, a guide to the

Converse, D. "A science on the move: a 17th-century Japanese desk secretary shows why conservation must

Converse, D., and M. Webb. "The case of the salty coffin: sleuth work by ROM conservators reveals the cause of

Krippendorf, A., and E. Methe. "The dyeing game: a custom dye job and nimble needlework restore an 18th-
century kimono to its original splendor." Rotunda 32:3 (2000): 43-44.

Carter, R. "Crossing the cultural divide: combining eastern and western approaches may be the best recipe for


**Museum exhibits:**


**Museum of the Moving Image, London:**


**Museum outreach programs--Ontario:**

Matthews, J. "Travelling show and tell: ROM's outreach program has long brought the Museum to Ontario classrooms." Rotunda 35:3 (2003): 52.

**Museum registration methods:**


**Museum stores:**


**Museums--Climatic factors:**


**Museums--Collection management:**


**Museums--Educational aspects:**

Stein, B. "Bending the learning curve: the ROM's Discovery Gallery has evolved over a quarter century as the Museum cultivated new ways to educate children." Rotunda 32:1 (1999): 30-35.


**Museums--Management--Employee participation:**


**Museums--Marketing:**


**Museums--Ontario:**


**Musical instruments:**


**Musical instruments--Egypt:**


**Musical instruments in art:**


**Muskellunge:**

**Mythology, Celtic:**


**Mythology, Egyptian:**


**Nakht, 15th cent. B.C.:**


**Nakova Cave (Croatia):**


**Napoleon III, Emperor of the French, 1808-1873--In art:**


**Naron (African people):**


**National Gallery of Canada:**


**National Library of Canada:**


**Nativity--Art:**


**Natural history--Africa:**


**Natural history--Australia:**


**Natural history--Belize:**


**Natural history--Bermuda Islands:**

Natural history--Bermuda Triangle:


Natural history--Brazil:


Natural history--Chagos Island:


Natural history--Field work:


Natural history--Galapagos Islands:


Natural history--Guyana:


Natural history--India:


Natural history--Indonesia:

Walmsley, A. "From the ivory tower to the ebony forest: ROM scientists are helping the Indonesian government study its rainforest." Rotunda 26:4 (1994): 18-25.

Natural history--Madagascar:


Natural history--Ontario:


Natural history--Sargasso Sea:


Natural history--Technique:

**Natural history--Tierra del Fuego (Argentina and Chile):**


**Natural history--Vietnam:**


**Natural history--Yukon Territory:**


**Nature conservation--Ontario:**


**Nautilioidea, Fossil:**


**Nautilus:**

Waddington, J. ""Living" fossil's ancient relative: fossil fragment dates to a time when North America was covered by a shallow tropical sea." *Rotunda* 34:2 (2001): 44.


**Naval prints:**


**Needler, Winifred:**


**Nelson, Horatia, 1801-1881:**


**Netsukes--Private collections--Ontario--Toronto:**


**Neutral Nation Indians:**


**Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.)--In art:**


Nine Mile Canyon (Utah):

Nisbet, Thomas:

Nocturnal animals:

Normandale (Ont.):

Northern snakehead:

Northland Power:

Northwest Passage--Discovery and exploration--British:

Northwest, Canadian--Discovery and exploration:

Nubia--Antiquities:

Nummulites, Fossil:

Nun's Island (Quebec):

**Oberkampf, Christoph Philipp, 1738-1815:**


**Obituaries:**


**Observatories--China:**


**Ocean bottom--Bermuda Islands:**


**Oil spills--Environmental aspects--Alaska:**


**Ojibwa Indians:**


**Olga Aleksandrovna, Grand Duchess of Russia, 1882-1960:**


**Olive oil:**


**Olives:**


**Ontario--Antiquities:**


Crawford, G.W. "43rd parallels: at first glance, northern Japan and Ontario would appear to have little in common, but one archaeologist has unearthed uncanny similarities." *Rotunda* 33:2 (2000): 30-37.


Ontario--Civilization:

Crawford, G.W. "43rd parallels: at first glance, northern Japan and Ontario would appear to have little in common, but one archaeologist has unearthed uncanny similarities." Rotunda 33:2 (2000): 30-37.

Ontario--In art:


Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.)--Antiquities:


Opium habit--China:


Opossums:


Oracle bones:


Orchids--China:


Organizational behavior:

Orion (Constellation):


Ornithological illustrations:

Winearls, J. "For the birds: how an extraordinary partnership between a painter and a poet led to a singular group of bird paintings." Rotunda 34:3 (2002): 12-17.


Oronhyatekha Historical Collection:


Oronhyatekha, 1841-1907:


Ossuaries:

Dziadowiec, E. "History in the remaking: the specialist who repaired a controversial ossuary that may have links to Jesus aimed to leave few traces of her own handiwork." Rotunda 35:3 (2003): 47-48.

Ostrom, Devon:


Ostry, Bernard, 1927--Art collections:


Ostry, Sylvia--Art collections:


Outer space--Exploration:


Owls:

Peck, M.K. "Owl prowl: do these twilight hunters live up to their reputation for wisdom ... or deserve their rap as evil monsters? Tracking a few for yourself may give you the answer." Rotunda 33:3 (2001): 13-14.

Oystercatcher:


Painting--Canada:


Painting--Conservation and retoration:

**Painting, Bengali:**


**Painting, Byzantine:**


**Painting, Canadian:**


**Painting, Chinese:**


**Painting, Indic:**


**Painting, Islamic:**


**Painting, Japanese:**


**Painting, Japanese--Edo period, 1600-1868--Exhibitions:**


**Painting, Korean--19th century:**


**Palaces--Iran:**

**Paleo-Indians--Ontario:**


**Paleobotany:**


**Paleontologists--Canada:**


**Paleontology:**


**Paleontology--Africa:**


**Paleontology--British Columbia:**


**Paleontology--Cambrian:**


**Paleontology--Champlain Sea:**


**Paleontology--Egypt:**


**Paleontology--Field work:**


**Paleontology--Illinois:**


**Paleontology--Jurassic:**

Sues, H. "Originals: while few of the dinosaurs that inspired Crichton and Spielberg's Jurassic Park lived in Jurassic times, they did exist. What were they really like?" *Rotunda* 26:3 (1993): 21-24.

**Paleontology--Manitoba:**


**Paleontology--Mesozoic:**


**Paleontology--Ontario:**


**Paleontology--Precambrian:**


**Paleontology--Saskatchewan:**


**Paleontology--Silurian:**


**Paleontology, Stratigraphic:**


**Palestine--Antiquities:**


**Pantages Theatre (Toronto, Ont.)--Conservation and restoration:**

**Paper work:**


**Papermaking--Japan:**


**Paperweights--Europe:**


**Parasaurolophus:**


**Parasitoids--Ontario:**


**Parental behavior in animals:**


**Paris (Ont.)--Buildings, structures, etc.:**


**Parker, Jeannie Thomas:**


**Parmigiano Reggiano cheese:**


**Particles (Nuclear physics):**


**Patina of metals:**


**Peace Tower (Ottawa, Ont.):**


**Pebbles:**

Peljesac Peninsular (Croatia):

People with disabilities:

Perfume:

Perfume bottles:


Peromyscus:

Peru--Antiquities:


Peterborough (England):

Petersen, Carl Poul, 1895-1977:
Fox, R.A.C. "Scandinavian design: recent 20th-century acquisitions of silver by Canadian silversmiths Carl Poul Petersen and Douglas Boyd were considered too avant-garde for popular Canadian tastes when they were made." *Rotunda* 36:3 (2004): 9-12.

Petroglyphs--Canadian Shield:

Petroglyphs--Nova Scotia:


Pewter:
Philosophy, Confucian--China:

Photography--India--History--19th century:

Photography of birds:

Phylogeny:

Physic Garden (Chelsea, England):

Picasso, Paloma:

Pickford, Mary, 1892-1979:

Pickles:

Picture frames and framing:

Pierpoint, Richard, 1744?-1837:

Pike:

Pitchers--Canada:

Planetariums:

Planets--Exploration:

**Plant Architect Inc.:**


**Plants--Grenada:**


**Plants--In art:**


**Plants--Therapeutic use:**


**Plaques, plaquettes--Europe:**


**Plastics--Design:**


**Playing cards:**


**Playter, Emmanuel:**


**Podcasts:**


**Pohnpei Island (Micronesia):**


**Poisonous plants:**


**Pollen:**

**Pollen, Fossil:**


**Pomegranate:**


**Porcelain--Austria:**


**Porcelain--Europe:**

Kaellgren, P. "A poetic piece of pottery: the figure wearing a knitted toque in this ceramic inkstand may be a character from a poem by Robert Burns." *Rotunda* 37:2 (2004): 45-47.

**Porcelain boxes:**


**Porcelain, English:**


**Port wine:**


**Portrait miniatures:**


**Portrait painting--India:**


**Portrait photography:**


**Portrait sculpture, Roman:**


**Portraits, Canadian:**


**Postage stamps--Canada:**


**Postage stamps--Topics--Fossils:**


**Postal service--Canada--History:**


**Potteries--Ontario:**


**Pottery:**


**Pottery--Europe:**

Kaellgren, P. "A poetic piece of pottery: the figure wearing a knitted toque in this ceramic inkstand may be a character from a poem by Robert Burns." Rotunda 37:2 (2004): 45-47.

**Pottery--Marks:**

Fox, R.A.C. "The crockery merchant of King Street West: in 19th-century Toronto, one store was known as the place to buy fine-quality ceramics." Rotunda 35:2 (2002): 45-46.

**Pottery--New York (State):**


**Pottery--Ontario:**


**Pottery--Pennsylvania:**


**Pottery figures--Iran:**


**Pottery, Chinese:**


**Pottery, English:**


**Pottery, French:**


**Pottery, Gallo-Roman:**


**Pottery, Iranian:**


**Pottery, Islamic--Chinese influences:**


**Pottery, Japanese:**


**Prairie ecology--Ontario:**


**Precious stones:**


Prehistoric animals in art:

Press and politics:

Pressed glass:

Prints:


Proboscidea, Fossil:


Proctor, Patricia:

Protective clothing:

Protoceratops:

Protosaurus:

Prudent Mary (Ship):

Prunus:
Pterodactyls:

Pterosauria:

Pueblo Indians:

Punch bowl:

Puppets and puppet-plays:

Pyramids:

Quakers:

Questions and answers:
Ingram, J. "Memories are made of this." Rotunda 23:1 (1990): 61-64.
Ingram, J. "Slipping the surly bonds of earth or, it's a matter of a pinion." Rotunda 22:3 (1989): 61-64.


**Quillwork:**


**Quilts--Canada:**


**Quintana Roo (Mexico : State):**


**R.S. Williams & Sons Company:**


**Radha (Hindu deity):**


**Radioactive dating:**


**Railroads--Quebec (Province):**


**Rain forests:**


**Rain forests--Borneo:**

**Rain forests--Guyana:**


**Rain forests--Indonesia:**


**Rain gods--In art:**


**Rainy River District (Ont.):**


**Rare books--Ontario--Toronto:**


**Rat control:**


**Rattlesnakes:**


**Raw foods:**


**Redhorses:**


**Reid, G. A. (George Agnew), 1860-1947:**


**Reliquaries--Gandhara (Pakistan and Afghanistan):**


**Renaissance ROM (Project):**


**Reptiles:**


**Research Casting International:**


**Rhinoceroses:**


**Rice:**


**Rideau Street Convent (Ottawa, Ont.)--History:**


**Riel Rebellion, 1885:**


**Riel, Louis, 1844-1885:**


**Riggs, C. W.--Art collections:**


**Rindisbacher, Peter, 1806-1834:**


**Robb, Wallace Havelock, 1888--:**


**Robertson, J. Ross (John Ross), 1841-1918:**


**Robertson, Marian A.--Art collections:**


**Robertson, Norman Stuart, b. 1893--Art collections:**

**Rock paintings--Canadian Shield:**

**Rock paintings--Yemen:**

**Rocks--Ontario:**

**ROM. Community Access Network:**

**Rostroconchia:**

**Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh:**

**Royal Ontario Gallery. Schad Gallery of Biodiversity:**

**Royal Ontario Museum--Art collections:**

**Royal Ontario Museum--Buildings:**

**Royal Ontario Museum--Coin collections:**
Royal Ontario Museum--Educational aspects:


Royal Ontario Museum--Employees--Exhibitions:


Royal Ontario Museum--Exhibitions:


Royal Ontario Museum--History:

Matthews, J. "The right man in the right place at the right time: a look at the visionary who was instrumental in founding the ROM." Rotunda 38:3 (2006): 14-18.


Matthews, J. "ROM original: the ground-floor galleries of 1912 were graceful, light-filled spaces; in late 2005, their original grandeur will be restored." Rotunda 38:1 (2005): 48.


Thorsell, W. "The working agenda in a major project is always changing: as one phase of the project nears completion, another phase is just beginning." Rotunda 37:1 (2004): 3.

Matthews, J. "Travelling show and tell: ROM's outreach program has long brought the Museum to Ontario classrooms." Rotunda 35:3 (2003): 52.


Matthews, J. "Summer memories ... when the living was easy." *Rotunda* 32:1 (1999): 52.


**Royal Ontario Museum--Musical instrument collections:**


**Royal Ontario Museum--Natural history collections:**


**Royal Ontario Museum--Ornithological collections:**


**Royal Ontario Museum--Periodicals:**


**Royal Ontario Museum--Tours:**


**Royal Ontario Museum--Uniforms:**


**Royal Ontario Museum. Armour Court:**


**Royal Ontario Museum. Bishop White Committee:**


**Royal Ontario Museum. Bishop White Gallery:**


**Royal Ontario Museum. Conservation Dept.:**


**Royal Ontario Museum. Dept. of Extension Services:**

Royal Ontario Museum. Dinosaur Gallery:

Royal Ontario Museum. Discovery Gallery:
Stein, B. "Bending the learning curve: the ROM's Discovery Gallery has evolved over a quarter century as the Museum cultivated new ways to educate children." Rotunda 32:1 (1999): 30-35.

Royal Ontario Museum. Discovery Room:

Royal Ontario Museum. Earth Sciences Division:

Royal Ontario Museum. Earth Sciences galleries:

Royal Ontario Museum. Elizabeth Samuel Garden:

Royal Ontario Museum. European Gallery:

Royal Ontario Museum. Far Eastern Library:

Royal Ontario Museum. Gallery of the Age of Mammals:

Royal Ontario Museum. Geochronology Lab:

Royal Ontario Museum. H.H. Mu Far Eastern Library:

Royal Ontario Museum. Hands-on Biodiversity Gallery:

Royal Ontario Museum. Institute for Contemporary Culture:

**Royal Ontario Museum. James and Louise Temerty Galleries of the Age of Dinosaurs:**


**Royal Ontario Museum. Library--History:**


**Royal Ontario Museum. Life Sciences Gallery:**


**Royal Ontario Museum. Northwest Coast Gallery:**


**Royal Ontario Museum. Rotunda:**


**Royal Ontario Museum. Samuel Hall/Currelly Gallery:**


**Royal Ontario Museum. Sigmund Samual Gallery of Canada:**


**Royal Ontario Museum. Sigmund Samuel Canadiana Gallery:**


**Royal Ontario Museum. Sir Christopher Ondaatje South Asian Gallery:**


**Royal Ontario Museum. T.T. Tsui Galleries of Chinese Art:**


**Royal Ontario Museum. Wirth Gallery of the Middle East:**


Royal Pavilion, Art Gallery, and Museums:

Ruehrdanz, Karin:

Rugs, Hooked--Nova Scotia:

Rugs, Oriental:

Rutile:

Saber-toothed tigers:

Saddle blankets--Turkey:
Ciuk, K. "Caparisons beyond compare: Turkish saddle cloths of unprecedented luxury were the envy of Europe in the 17th century." Rotunda 32:3 (2000): 9-12.

Saffron crocus:

Saint Helens, Mount (Wash.)--Pictorial works:

Salamanders--Ontario:

Salt:

Salvers:

Samurai:

**San (African people):**


**Sansovino, Iacopo, 1486-1570:**


**Sanxingdui Site (China):**


**Sapphires--Australia--Queensland:**


**Sarawak Museum:**


**Sarcophagi--Egypt:**


**Saudi Arabia--Social life and customs:**


**Scanning electron microscope:**


**Scent bottles:**


**Scheherazade (Legendary character)--Art:**


**Science--Philosophy:**


**Scorpions, Fossil--Ontario:**


**Scott, Michael, 1943--Art collections:**


**Scourge (Ship):**


**Screen painting, Japanese:**


**Scrimshaws:**


**Scrolls, Chinese:**


**Sculpture, Amlash:**


**Sculpture, Buddhist:**


**Sculpture, Chinese:**


**Sculpture, Egyptian:**

Shaw, R.L. "Cleopatra of Toronto: curators may never find out exactly where in Egypt an uninscribed ROM statue was found; what they are on the brink of knowing about the piece, labelled "early Ptolemaic queen or goddess", may prove even more intriguing." *Rotunda* 34:3 (2002): 32-40.


**Sculpture, Gandhara:**

Jongeward, D. "Imagining Buddha: along the fabled Silk Road lay Gandhara, an ancient region that played a central role in one of Asian art history's most extraordinary developments." *Rotunda* 33:2 (2000): 16-23.

**Sculpture, Indic--India, South:**

**Sculpture, Medieval:**


**Sculpture, Modern:**


**Sculpture, Renaissance:**


**Sculpture, Roman:**


**Sculpture, Romanesque:**


**Scythia--Antiquities:**


**Seafood:**


**Seismology:**


**Sen, Shamsher--Portraits:**


**Sepulchral monuments--China:**


**Serpentine:**


**Sevres porcelain:**

**Shaanxi Sheng (China):**


**Shadow pantomimes and plays--China:**


**Shanghai Kaleidoscope:**


**Sharks--Montana:**


**Shechter, Robert:**


**Shells--Champlain Sea:**


**Shields--India:**


**Shih, Hsio-yen, 1933--:**


**Shimaoka, Tatsuzo, 1919--:**


**Ships in art:**


**Ships, Ancient--Egypt:**


**Shipwrecks:**


Shore birds--North Atlantic Ocean:

Shortt, T. M.:

Shrines--Afghanistan:
Golombek, L. "Memories of Afghanistan: as a student, our writer realized her dream of visiting the exotic lands she had known only through books and slides: thirty-five years later, she recalls the archaeological treasures she explored in a land not yet ruined by tragedy." *Rotunda* 34:3 (2002): 24-31.

Sichuan Sheng (China):

Sierra Leone:

Siksika Indians:

Silver-plated ware:
Kaellgren, P. "Rare Rococo: a 1753 silver-gilt covered cup, a tour-de-force of the goldsmith's art, is given as a gift to the ROM." *Rotunda* 36:3 (2004): 40-47.


Silversmiths--Canada:


Silverware:


Silverware--Canada:

Fox, R.A.C. "Scandinavian design: recent 20th-century acquisitions of silver by Canadian silversmiths Carl Poul Petersen and Douglas Boyd were considered too avant-garde for popular Canadian tastes when they were made." *Rotunda* 36:3 (2004): 9-12.


**Silverware--China:**


**Silverware--Europe:**


**Silverware--France:**


**Silverware, English:**


**Silverwork:**


Kaellgren, P. "Rare Rococo: a 1753 silver-gilt covered cup, a tour-de-force of the goldsmith's art, is given as a gift to the ROM." *Rotunda* 36:3 (2004): 40-47.


**Silverwork--Canada:**


**Silverwork--England:**


**Silverwork--Europe:**


**Silverwork--Germany:**


**Silverwork--History--19th century:**


**Silverwork--India:**


**Silverwork--Private collections--Canada:**


**Simuliidae:**


**Sistrums:**


**Sitting Bull, 1834?-1890--Clothing:**


**Smith, William, 1769-1839. A delineation of the strata of England and Wales, with part of Scotland:**


**Smoking--History:**


**Smoking paraphernalia--Middle East:**


**Smyth, John Richard Coke:**

**Snakes--Ontario:**


**Snuff boxes and bottles:**


**Solar eclipses--1973:**


**Soldani-Benzi, Massimiliano, 1656-1740:**


**Sound production by animals:**


**South Kensington Museum:**


**Souvenirs (Keepsakes):**


**Soyfoods:**


**Space flight:**


**Space flight to Mars:**


**Space probes:**


**Spice boxes (Jewish liturgical objects):**


**Spiders:**

Waddington, J. "515 million years of arachnohistory: spiders not only have a long history, they are part of a family tree with an astonishing number of branches." *Rotunda* 28:3 (1995): 8-17.


**Spondylus:**


**Sponges--Bahamas:**


**Sponges, Fossil:**


**Squirrels--In art:**


**St. Bartholomew's Anglican Church (Ottawa, Ont.):**


**Staffordshire pottery:**


**Star of Bethlehem:**


**Starfishes, Fossil:**


**Stark Museum of Art:**

Stars--Age:

Stars--Names:

Státní zidovské muzeum (Czechoslovakia)--Catalogs:

Steinway piano--History:

Sternberg, Levi:

Stevenson, Henrietta Elizabeth--Art collections:

Stick insects:

Stone age--China:

Stone, Louise Hawley:

Stone, Louise Hawley, 1904-1997:

Stools:

Stromatorporidae:

Struthiomimus:

Sudan--Antiquities:

**Sugimoto, Hiroshi, 1948-**


**Swords--Japan:**


**Systematics:**


**Tableware--England:**


**Tableware--Ontario:**


**Taino Indians:**


**Tanenbaum, Joseph M.:**


**Tanzanite:**


**Tapestry:**


**Tapestry, Flemish:**


**Taphonomy:**

**Tarantulas:**


**Tarot cards:**


**Taxidermy:**


**Tea:**


**Tea making paraphernalia:**

Kaeligren, P. "Fancying tea: in the days of art deco, teashops were more popular than speakeasies and everything tea-related gained new attention." *Rotunda* 36:2 (2003): 49-51.


**Temple of Amon (Karnak, Egypt):**


**Temples--Asia:**


**Termites--Australia:**


**Terra-cotta sculpture:**


**Tetrapods:**


**Textile design--Europe--Chinese influences:**

**Textile fabrics:**


**Textile fabrics--China:**


**Textile fabrics--Ethiopia:**


**Textile fabrics--Europe--Chinese influences:**


**Textile fabrics--France--Jouy en Josas:**


**Textile fabrics--Madagascar:**


**Textile fabrics--Morocco:**


**Textile fabrics--Ontario:**


**Textile fabrics--Peru:**


**Textile fabrics--Turkey:**


**Textile fabrics in interior decoration:**

Siegele, S. "Tales in textiles: novels and ballets, encoded political messages, and even tabloid scandals were all grist for the mill 200 years ago when artisans printed images on furnishing fabrics for fashionable homes." *Rotunda* 34:2 (2001): 20-27.
Textile fabrics, Islamic:

Textile industry--France:

Textile printing:

Theaters--Ontario--Toronto--Conservation and restoration:

Thebes (Egypt : Extinct city):

Three Gorges Dam Project:

Throws (Coverlets):

Tiffany and Company:

Tiles, Chinese:

Tiles, Islamic:

Time:
Time measurements:


Tinamiformes:


Tobacco pipes:


Toilet preparations:


Tombs--China:


Tombs--Sudan:


Tools, Prehistoric:


Torah (The Hebrew word):


Torno, Rose--Art collections:


Toronto (Ont.)--Antiquities:


Toronto (Ont.)--History:


**Toronto (Ont.)--In art:**


**Toronto (Ont.)--Maps:**


**Toronto (Ont.)--Buildings, structures, etc.:**


**Toronto (Ont.). City Hall:**


**Toronto Symphony Orchestra:**


**Totem poles:**


**Tourmaline:**


**Tovell, Walter M.--Journeys--China:**


**Tower of London (London, England):**


**Toys:**


**Treenware:**

Kaellgren, P. "A piggin by any other name: treen, or everyday woodenwares, such as the Scottish "luggie" were an important part of life before plastic." *Rotunda* 34:3 (2002): 47-51.

**Trees--Ontario--Toronto:**

**Trees, Fossil:**


**Triceratops:**


**Trilobites:**


Rudkin, D.M. "Traces of trilobites: ancient life is best known to us through fossils that preserve actual body parts, much less common are fossils that capture more fleeting aspects of ancient creatures' one-time presence on the earth." Rotunda 34:3 (2002): 41-42.


**Troyes, Pierre, chevalier, d. 1688:**


**Tsimshian Indians:**


**Tsu, Ta-cheou--Tombs:**


**Tundra ecology:**


**Tureens--Quebec (Province):**


**Turner, Harold M.:**


**Tuu'luq, Marion, 1910?-2002:**

**Type specimens (Natural history)--Collection and preservation:**


**Tyrannosaurus rex:**


**Tyrrell Museum of Palaeontology:**


**Uaymil Survey Project/ROM:**


**Ukiyoe:**


**Ultraviolet radiation:**


**Underwater archaeology:**


**Upholstery:**

Siegele, S. "Tales in textiles: novels and ballets, encoded political messages, and even tabloid scandals were all grist for the mill 200 years ago when artisans printed images on furnishing fabrics for fashionable homes." *Rotunda* 34:2 (2001): 20-27.

**Uranium-lead dating:**


**Urban animals:**


Engstrom, M.D., and J.L. Eger. "Wild in the city: huge numbers of pesky raccoons, skunks, and squirrels have always been around to delight Torontonians, or have they?" Rotunda 33:1 (2000): 26-31.

Vanbots Construction:


Vasa Museet:


Vases, Ancient:


Vases, Chinese:


Vases, Greek:


Vaudeville:


Vertebrate paleontology:


Vertebrates, Fossil:


Victoria, Queen of Great Britain, 1819-1901--In art:


Vienna porcelain:


Vikings:

**Viola d'amore:**


**Vishnu (Hindu deity)--Art:**


**Visits of state:**


**Viticulture:**


**Volcanic eruptions:**


**Volcanoes:**


**Von Bitter, Peter H.:**


**Voyager 2 spacecraft nasat:**


**Walcott, Charles D. (Charles Doolittle), 1850-1927:**


**Walker, E. M. (Edmund Murton), 1877-1969:**


**Walker, Edmund, Sir, 1848-1924:**


**Wall hangings:**

Walmsley, Lewis Calvin, 1897-:


Walpole Island (Lambton, Ont.):


Walrus:

Seymour, K.L. "Bone identity: it's the upper canines, so big that the premolar teeth are beside rather than behind them, that reveal the identity of the animal to which this skull fragment once belonged." Rotunda 37:1 (2004): 43-44.

Wang, Weilie:


War in art:


War toys:


Water levels:


Water mites:


Watercolor painting--India:


Weagamow Lake:


Weapons:

Wearne, Harry, 1852-1929--Art collections:

Weddings--In art:
Denis, P. "Scenes of marriage in Byzantium: decorations on Byzantine wedding rings are a window to society and marriage more than 1000 years ago." Rotunda 28:3 (1995): 18-23.

Wedgwood ware:

West Nile virus:

Weston (W. Garfield) Foundation--Art collections:
Kaellgren, P. "New pieces for the Weston Room ... and a cigarette case with a story." Rotunda 30:1 (1997): 5-8.

Whales--Effects of noise pollution on:

Whales, Fossil:

Whips:

White, William Bishop, 1748-1836:

White, William Charles, 1873-1960:

Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies:
Williams family:


Wilson, J. Tuzo (John Tuzo), 1908-1993:


Wine--Containers:


Wine and wine making:


Wine bottles:


Wine in art:


Winter Garden Theatre (Toronto, Ont.):


Wolfall, Robert--Journeys:


Wolves--Mongolia:


Women's clothing:


Women--China--Conduct of life:

Women--France--Social conditions:


Women--Sierra Leone:


Women painters--Ontario:


Woodland Indians:


Woodwork:

Converse, D. "An air of distortion: identifying the culprit behind the shrinking, cracking, and swelling of wood furniture, panelling, and other wood items." Rotunda 35:2 (2002): 43-44.

Wootton, John, 1682-1764:

Kaellgren, P. "New pieces for the Weston Room ... and a cigarette case with a story." Rotunda 30:1 (1997): 5-8.

Worms:


Xu, Beihong, 1895-1953:


Xu, Jinxiong, 1941-:


Yale University. Library:


Yangtze River Gorges (China):


Yaremko, John--Art collections:

Yaremko, Mary--Art collections:

Yemen--Antiquities:

Yen, Hua, 1682-1756:

Yokohama in art:

Zabid (Yemen):

Zapotec Indians:

Zapotec pottery:

Zebra mussel:
Barr, D.W. "Our friend the zebra mussel: downgraded from a threat to a mere nuisance, the zebra mussel also has many positive attributes." Rotunda 29:2 (1996): 9-15.

Zeiformes:

Zhoukoudian (China):

Zoological illustration:
Zoology--Classification:

Zoology--Nomenclature:

Zoology--Soviet Union: